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It IS WITH deep feeling that I take this opportunity on beh<,lf of the
Prime Minister of Kenya, Mzee Jomo Kenyatta, and the Government
and people of Kenya, to convey to you all our warm greetings and
express our happiness to be here with you as representatives of a free
and independent country. This is a matter of historical significance
to us and we are sure that you share our feelings.

May I first of all say how deeply Prime Minister Jomo Kenyatta
~egrets his inability to come here himself due to pressure of other
tate engagements.
I. am, however, sure that you are all fully aware of the great value

~hlCh our Prime Minister <Iuaches to this world body and his dedica
han to the fight for freedom and world peace.

Mr. President and honourable delegates, the Government and
People of Kenya are honoured and happy to be admitted to this world
O~&anization of free and independent peoples. We rejoice in the fact
I at today Kenya joins the free nations of the world as equal partners.
r l'Ne are glad that KenY~1 now has the opportunity to contribute
UlY to the preservation of peace and progress of mankind, and not

~ln Y to. uphold the principles upon which the UNO was formed, but
so actIVely to pursue the purposes enshrined in its Charter.
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As we look back into the history of our country we cannot esC'ape
the fact that Kenya has long been the victim of foreign dominatiolL

For too long have we had no say in planning our lives or in deciding
our destiny. For much too long have we suffered the inequities im·
posed on us by foreign rulers whose interests were to exploit us for
their own benefit.

Now in consequence of a great political revolution by the people
of Kenya under the bold leadership of Mzee lomo Kenyatta, we have
become the masters of our destiny.

Mr. President, for over sixty years Kenya, as is well known, has
- been under the oppressive yoke of imperialism and colonialism.

During this period our people have been subjected to untold indignities
at the hands of colonialists and imperialists.

Our great leader, Mzee lomo Kenyatta and his brave colleagues,
were arrested, imprisoned, detained and restricted for no other reason
than their insistence that Kenya shall be free.

This is no place to relate the sickening brutalities, intimidation and
blackmail which marked the seven years of terror against our people.
Our Prime Minister has been the first to call upon our people to forget
the past and, in the spirit of Harambee-'work unitedly'-to strive for
the realization of a new Kenya based on 'democracy and justice for
the masses.

In undertaking the task of national reconstruction, we shall remain
unswervingly loyal to the Charter of the United Nations, respect the
fundamental human rights, and recognize the equality of all races and
all nations, big or small.

Kenya is determined to support all attempts at solving international
disputes by peaceful means as through negotiation, conciliation and
arbitration.

We wish to reiterate that Kenya shall pursue a policy of non'
alignment and positive neutrality.

By this we mean that while steering clear of all power blocs and
judging each issue on its merits, we do not intend to remain neutral
or passive on issues which are manifestly wrong and unjust.

For instance, Kenya shall never be neutral on colonialism and
imperialism. Kenya firmly believes that some of the major causes of
international conflicts are the existence of colonialism, neo-colonialisrn,
and racialism.

Our neutrality should not be construed as indifference and passivity
to world problems. nor shall we adopt the role of seeking points of
compromise between two sides without relating such compromt¢
to the basic principle of justice.
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DEFIANCE OF U.N.
During the Fifteenth Session of the General Assembly of the United

Nations, the General Assembly solemnly proclaimed the necessity of
putting an end to colonialism in all its forms and manifestations.
Despite this resolution, imperialism has not loosened its grip over its
colonies except where it has been forced to do so.

A good part of North and West Africa is now free. Freedom has
also dawned over East Africa. But in Central Africa, and parts of
Asia and Latin America, imperialism, the arch enemy of humanity,
is digging itself in for the last battle.

To annihilate this entrenched enemy of humanity, we need every
ounce of our united strength in Africa and all the help of every anti·
imperialist ally.

Kenya, because of its geographical position and by virtue of being
an independent country, will render all possible assistance, moral
and material, to the people struggling for their freedom and national
independence.

Mr. President, it is over eighteen years since the UNO was formed.
During this period a large number of resolutions have been passed
condemning the Governments of South Africa and Portugal for their
inhuman policies against the African people, but these resolutions
appear to have had little effect in preventing the persecution against
the African people of these territories.

On the contrary, the Governments of South Africa and Portugal
appear to have developed a chronic contempt for the resolutions passed
by this great organization, and have proceeded to indulge in crimes of
mounting intensity against our brothers in South Africa, Angola,
Mozambique and Portuguese Guinea.

Bow is it that a little backward, impoverished dictatorship like
POrtugal can flaunt the resolUlions of this great organization'? What
is it that gives strength to the fascist Government of South Africa to
challenge with impunity the almost universal censure directed against
its policies through the representatives of Governments belonging to
this body?

Mr. President, before answering these questions, I should like to
reiterate the deep intensity of feeling prevailing in all African states,
WhiCh found eloquent expression at the historic Addis Ababa Can·
ference of Heads of Independent African States, on the continued
Persecution of our brothers in South Africa and in the Portuguese
COlonies.

This feeling is fully shared by our Government. and it is our view
that the policies of the Governments of South Africa and Portugal
COnstitute one of the major potential causes of world unrest.



NATO SUPPORT
Mr. President, it is obvious to us that Portugal and South Africa

are pursuing their present policies in the belief that this organization
is incapable of implementing its resolutions effectively.

Portugal undoubtedly derives comfort from the fact that it is asso(:ia·
tcd with NATO and, in fact, has not hesitated to use armaments deri,ed
from NATO to launch a barbarous war against African liberation move
ments.

The Saracen tanks employed against the inhabitants of Sharpc\'iIIe
were not manufactured in South Africa.

Both these Governments derive satisfaction from the existence of
huge foreign investments in their respective countries and in the belief
that the owners of these foreign investments will bring the requisite
pressure to bear on their Governments to frustrate the implementanon
of effective sanctions passed by this body.

Mr. President, in these circumstances, can we be blamed for regarding
these countries which, while professing adherence to Christianity and
democratic principles, supply arms and ammunition to South Africa
and Portugal and promote economic and trade relations with them,
as accomplices in the crimes perpetrated against our people in these
territories?

Mr. President, it sometimes appears to the ordinary people of
Africa that increased sophistication and higher civilization tends
to blur our sense of realities. Our Government actively supports all
the measures adopted by the United Nations to promote everlasung
peace.

Nor are we oblivious of the plight of our brothers in South..:rn
Rhodesia where the U. K. seems to be on the point of transferring power
to an unrepresentative, reactionary, racial minority.

The government of Kenya will take a very serious view of ,,0)'
attempt to transfer power to the European minority government in
Southern Rhodesia.

Despite its protestations to the contrary, the Southern Rhodesian
Government is following policies similar to those followed further
south, and the British Government would be well advised to consider
deeply the repercussions that will follow any attempt to differentiate
between Southern Rhodesia and Northern Rhodesia with respect to
the immediate goal of a democratically elected Government based on
universal franchise.

The existence of a few thousand extra Europeans in South:~rn

Rhodesia does not mean that the irrevocable processes of democrilC)'
should be changed to suit their convenience.

The Government of Kenya endorses the resolutions and views <,:X'
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~ed on this issue by other African and peace-loving nations
ttpresented in this organization, and will provide the African nationalists
• possible dssistance in their just struggle for justice, democracy and
Odependence.
We arc honoured and grateful that Ken)'3, a newly independent

lition of eight miJlion people, should be afforded the opportunity
icontributing towards the great aims and objects of this organization
rilich represents mankind's only hope forsurviv31 and orderly progress.
But, \..'e ask, can this assembly of independent nations successfully
~mote world peace and world prosperity when it denies admission
IOthe representative of a nation responsible for the destiny of 700 million
ilttnan beings, or one-firth of the tOlal population of the world '"!

Is it reasonable to accord recognition to the rulers of Taiwan as
!be representative of these 700 million people when we know for a
fact that it is the People's Republic of China that constitutes the legal
and de facto Government of that country'"!

The Government of Kenya associates itself with the desire of all
those nations which arc anxious to sec the proper Government of
Ollna take its rightful place in this organization, so that the People's
Republic of China can play its part in promoting peace and the welfare
olhumanilY·
. In particular, I appeal to the Govcrnment of the U.S.A. to abandon
lIS policy of denying representation to the People's Republic of China
ill the interests of world peace.

The policy of jXaccful coexistence which our Government fully
ilppons implies the need for countries with different social systems,
or with compt:ting claims. to discard the atom bomb and the machine
ItIn in favour of negotiations and arbitration.

How can we achie\>c the latter course when we seek to deny the
existence of the People's Republic of China?

"'AR DANGER
Mr. President. the Government of Kenya will do its utmost to

jlromot~ t~r~ solution of disputes by peaceful mca·lS.
We re::Jize thdt war l!l the nuclear era C<tn \\':.:11 result in the destruc

tion of the hurnan race, and it will be our constant endeavour to avert
~llch a catastrophe.

However, as expericnce has shown, it is not enough to desire peace
aIone.

How oflcn have wc been on the brink of war'"! How often has it
been said that u miscalculation of this or thalleader lnight hdVe plunged
Ihis planet Of ours in a catastrophe from which insects will arise as
lllasters of aU they sun-c.\'.



Such a catastrophe would engulf everyone of us and destroy till
civilization which has been painstaking.ly created by the combine(
efforts of the peoples of this planet for tens of thousands of years.

If the leaders of mankind assembled in this Organization thn JgI
their representati\"es are at times oblivious of or even indifferent t( {1Jj

thousands of reawns which are advanced in favour of internat;,ma
peace, then let the ug:ly prospect of the dreadful consequences w:licl
would follow the Third World War impel them to the realization tha
positive measures and p(l.~itive thinking aimed at removing the C<1tl~

of war can effectively preveil~ such a catastrophe.
The cause of world peace is not strengthened bv condoning thi

racial and colonial policies of South Africa and Portugal, ane; b]
member states refusing to adopt positive economic sanctions \~ ,lid
are the only peaceful means availahle [Q world opinion to fOF:e l

change in the polices of these Governments.
Perhaps, the greatest menace to world peace stems from the suit: ida

policy followed by some countries of building up larger and large;
weapons of mass destruction, and spending astronomical sum~ 01
money for the purpose of stockpiling tens of thousands of ton~ o~

nuclear and conventional weapons.
The problems posed by disarmament have righl.1y exercised t!ll

minds of all the statesmen of the world. Among the many issues whid
are involved in considering this problem two aspects stand out prO'
minently: firstly, the fact that increased expenditure on arman,cnli
in\~reases the possibility of war and, in certain countries, creal;s l

powerful group who appear to have a vested interest in promctin~

world tension as a means of increasiilg their profits; and secor,dIY·
the insensate wastage of human and econoHlic resources which can
be better applied in raisif'lg the low standards of living of the majuril~

of human beings instead of constituting the mea,lS of self-annihil:i1ion.
Mr. President, it would be a truism for me to conclude that tW

possibility of progress for all mankind would increase ~f the mad ruso
towards rearmament could be slopped, and if the vast energies Jnd
resources in this sphere were directed towards serving the realm, of
human progress.

Against the background of the present technological and s~iel df.,
achievements of man, and the need to bridge the yawning c~u.s:n w:lich
separates the 'have' and 'have-not' natior.s, the question of coml·le1t
and general disarmament becomes most pressin!:! and impcrativt;.

If I may be permitted to quote a few figures: it will be seen ,hal
in 1961 the U.S.A. was spending an estimated S47,966 million per
year on defence and armaments alone.
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In the same year the United Kingdom spent an estimated £1,670
million on defence.

The U.S.S.R. was estimated to be spending equally large sums on
ber defence programme, which in 1960 amounted to 745,800 million
roubles.

When you compare these huge amounts spent on armaments with
Kenya's total annual budget of approximately £35 million you will
understand why we consider the armament race so dangerous and
wasteful.

Mr. President, as stated by our Prime Minister Jomo Kenyatta,
we welcome the efforts of the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom
and the U.S.A. which led to the banning of nuclear tests in space, in
the atmosphere and under water as a positive step towards the goal
of general disarmament.

It is our sincere hope that the big powers will continue in their
efforts to reach agreements on specific and general issues in an effort
10 reach total disarmament.

fOREIGN BASES

The Government of Kenya is of the opinion that one of the major
factors contributing towards increasing world tension is the existence
of foreign military bases.

Experience has shown that the establishment of foreign military
bases in Asia, Africa, Latin America and even Europe is a source of
COnstant friction. not only among the big powers, but also among the
lleOples of the country in which the bases are located.

These foreign military bases constitute a cancer within the body
Politic of the country in which theyaresituatcd. undermining democracy,
fostering corruption and nepotism, and eventually transforming the
rulers into puppets and stooges of the foreign power.

like some of the huge armament manufacturers these puppet
regimes soon acquire a vested interest in promoting world tension,
often to the embarrassment of the big power that is operating the
military base.

In Africa. Asia and Latin America these foreign military bases have
been used to suppress national liberation movements, and to stifle
the aspirations of the masses in newly independent countries.

Mr. President. it is said that truth is bitter and what I have said is
IIOt intended as strictures against those governments who have military
bases in foreign countries.

There is already a lot of heart·searching going on among the leaders
orSuch countries who arc questioning the usc of these bases, especially
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as foreign military bases invariably evoke hostility and ill·will from
the masses.

It is unfortunate that some countries equate the establishmem of
military bases with the provision of foreign aid, and when they discc·ver
that the establishment of these bases has produced hostility and iJjwiU
from the masses, the Big Power then proceeds to indulge in an 'agoniting
reappraisal' of genuine foreign aid projects. It is our sincere hope thaI
saner counsels will prevail.

Former colonial powers have been particularly anxious to ensure
the continued retention of their troops in newly independent countries,
and have not scrupled to resort to intimidation and economic black·
mail in order to secure this objective.

Their economic stranglehold over their former colony, coupled with
the existence of their military presence enables them to continue the
political domination and economic exploitation which characteriled
their rule in the past.

Neo-colonialism has come to be recognized as the greatest danger
facing newly independent countries, and it will be the policy of the
Government of Kenya to be ever watchful of those powers who seek
to influence our country with the ultimate objective of enslaving our
people under a different guise.

Mr. President, many of us in Africa are concerned with what appo.'ars
to be the second scramble for Africa.

This time our countries will not be subject to military invasions ft olll
countries outside our continent. The objective is to incite African 10
fight African.

It was primarily to deal with this threat that the historic AtJdis
Ababa Conference was held in May this year.

AFRiCAN UNITY
The Charter signed by thirty·two Heads of Independent Afrkan

States bears eloquent testimony to the consciousness of African leaders
of the problems facing the continent and their determination not to
allow their countries to become pawns in the cold war, or to consider
themselves free until the last vestiges of colonialism and racialislIl
have been swept out of the continent.

The desire for unity animated the hearts of all African leaders attend
ing the Conference and, as you are aware, the Prime Minister of
Kenya, in conjunction with the Prime Minister of Uganda and the
President of Tanganyika, have given concrete expression to this d.:ep
yearning for unity by committing their respective countries to the
formation of an East African Federation.

Already our countries are linked by a common market. a common
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currency, a common communications sytem, a common financial
policy and it is only natural that the three countries which for the
last sixty years were separated by artificial boundaries should reunite,
now that the Colonial Government which arbitrarily divided our
countries has departed.

It is not merely the need to develop our countries as an economic
unit or the desire to reunite tribes arbitrarily divided by the former
colonial power which impels; us towards greater unity.

The political philosophies of the three ruling parties, namely,
K.A.N.U., T.A.N.U. and U.P.C., are identical and it is for this reason that,
when the time comes, we shall gladly surrender our territorial sovereignty
for the good of East Africa as a whole and in furtherance of the noble
objectives outlined at the Addis Ababa Conference of Heads of African
States.

Mr. President, a major task facing our Goverment centres around
the problem of decolonization.

The political emancipation of Kenya is no more than a prelude to
the mobilization of our energies and resources aimed at freeing our
people from hunger, sickness and ignorance.

Decolonization implies the elimination of all those evils that are
the product of colonialism. Some of these evils spring from the colonial
policy of suppressing the human values inherent in our traditional
SOCiety.

Colonialism attempted the mental enslavement of our people,
and it will be the policy of our government to reverse this process by
adapting all that is valid for the twentieth century in our indigenous
CUltures and ensuring the development of the African personality.

Mr. President, it is not my intention to delve into the reasons for
the lopsided character of our economy, as our colonial heritage will
COnvey to you the fact that our economies were developed as appendages
to those of the colonial power.

Furthermore, the existence of a powerful, privileged European
settler community, with the exclusive right to own and farm 16,000
SQuare miles of our land, has not made our task easier.

Our country was regarded as a source of raw materials for industriali
led capitalist countries; the dumping ground for cheap manufactured
gOOds; and the outlet for capital investments yielding high returns.

Furthermore, political domination went hand in hand with economic
domination. Most of the industrial, commercial and distributive
agencies are in the hands of non-Africans.

The reserved lands for Africans were transformed into reservoirs
of cheap labour and for a long time Africans were denied the right to
&row cash crops.
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It is the aim of the Government of Kenya to bring about the econ0Itlil
emancipation of the African people. But it is essential that thOSt
advanced nations that intend to assist the under-developed countrito.
should understand the problems we are facing.

Lack of understanding on these matters is reflected in the attitudt
of certain governments who are not prepared to canalize foreign ail
through public corporations and co-operative societies in the mistaktt
belief that this is tantamount to the 'export of socialism.'

Such an attitude militates against the effective use of foreign aid ~

under-developed countries and only serves to increase the disparin
in the standards of living between the 'haves' and 'have-nots'. .

The Government of Kenya would welcome aid given to under.
developed countries to possess an international character as such ~
would not be suspected of serving the ends of the cold war or becomilll
the instrument of neo-colonialism. But as it appears that this ideal
cannot be easily achieved, we shall be prepared to enter into bilatel1J
trade agreements on condition that no political strings are attached.

Our government is of the view that the most urgent problem faein!
under-developed countries is not so much the provision of aid as t~

establishment of international machinery which would ensure (a) fan
remuneration for our primary products, (b) the stabilization of priCCl
for primary commodities and (c) readjustment of the terms of tradl:
which are at the moment detrimental to countries with a predominantll
agricultural economy. .

The United Nations Organization and its specialized agencies wouk
make a major contribution to the economies of under-developcll
countries if such machinery could be evolved with the support of th
highly industrialized, capital-exporting countries.

THE SOCIALIST WAY
Mr. President, the Government of Kenya is dedicated towards th

establishment of a Democratic African Socialist State.
In defining our objective, I could not do better than to quote whal

Dr. Julius Nyerere, the President of Tanganyika, had to say on thil
subject, and with which we are in full agreement.

'We aim,' he said, 'at building a classless society for one reason
]0 no state is there enough wealth to satisfy the desire of a singi
individual for power and prestige. Consequently, the moment wealtli
is divorced from its purpose-which is the banishment of poverty
there develops a ruthless competition between individuals ....

'Wealth becomes an instrument of domination, a means of humiliat·
ing other people. The very basis of socialism is the rejection of this
use of wealth. And within socialist countries personal wealth is not,
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and should not be, a symbol of power or prestige; it is used to banish
poverty.

'This is what each of us is aiming at and working towards. Indeed
an undeniable success of socialist teaching is that today social justice
is an almost universally accepted objective.'

In the same vein, the Prime Minister of Kenya, Mzee lorna Kenyatta,
in a message to the people of Kenya declared: 'We aim to build a
country where men and women are motivated by a sense of service
and not driven by a greedy desire for personal gain.'

Mr. President, the socialist way of life is not something new to
Africa. It is inherent in our traditional customs, and the most im·
portant example lies in the communal ownership of land and the accep·
tance of basic principles of social security for all members of the family
or clan.

We have not, Mr. President, merely struggled for our independence
in order to supplant our masters so that we can adopt the same system
of exploitation against our peoples.

Freedom is this context is meaningless as it would do nothing to
lessen the burden of the exploited peasant or worker.

We appreciate the need for a period of transition so that people who
hitherto enjoyed a privileged position have the opportunity to under
stand the new values which we wish to instil.

Our government, therefore. while most anxious to avail itself of
help from the advanced nations of the world, is nevertheless not
prepared to compromise at the expense of the ordinary masses who
have borne the brunt of colonial exploitation.

Mr. President, the Government of Kenya recognizes the dangers to
world peace arising from what are sometimes referred to as border
problems.

Whatever the reason for such problems, our Government is firmly
of the view that resort to violence merely aggravates and enlarges the
problem and offers no solution whatever.

We welcome the solution of border problems by peaceful means
and we are surprised that the United Nations has not as yet been
able to devise more effective machinery to deal with disputes arising
from claims and counter-claims from different countries.

The manner in which the recent border problem between Algeria
and Morocco was solved through the aegis of the Organization of
African States is to be highly commended, and it is our sincere hope
that peace will prevail and the close bonds of friendship between
these two sister countries re-established.
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A NEW FORCE IN THE WORLD
Mr. President. when the United Nations Organization was founded

eighteen years ago. there were fewer member nations than there art
today.

We are indeed most grateful to the leaders of Europe and America
who took the initiative in creating this forum for discussing and jmple·
menting resolutions affecting the whole world.

Since its formation. many new states were born and became memben
of the organization. This has given rise to a new force in the world, and
it is important that jf the United Nations is to playa positive and pro
gressive role then its structure must reflect the composition of natioOl
that make up the world community of today.

Failure to do so will only reduce the effectiveness of the United
Nations as an instrument of world peace. The initiative must, of course,
come from those who were the founder members of the OrganizatioD
and our government is confident that they will rise to the occasion.

Mr. President, before concluding I wish to take this opportunill
to express the deep gratitude of my country to all freedom-loving and
progressive nations who contributed so much to Kenya's struggle for
independence.

This is a debt which we shall never be able to repay.
While the brunt of the struggle was carried out by the freedol1l'

fighters of Kenya under the courageous and inspired leadership 01
our Prime Minister. Mzee Jomo Kenyatta, we can never forget tit
unstinting support we received from friendly nations throughout tit
world.

These nations in the spirit of Pan·Africanism, in the spirit of AfrO"
Asian Latin American Solidarity, and in t.he spirit of world brother·
hood gave concrete expression to man's noblest ideals.

Now that Kenya is free I hope that the bonds of friendship created
in the past will be further strengthened.

We invite you all to join with us in Kenya to wage the struggle
against the common enemies of mankind-poverty. disease and
ignorance.

Mr. President, may I express my deep appreciation for the patient
listening you have given me.

The Government of Kenya under the leadership of Prime Minister
Kenyatta, recognizes that. despite its present limitations, the United
Nations represent mankind's greatest hope to realize the noble aiJl1S
contained in the Charter and Declaration of Human Rights.

It will be the constant endeavour of the Government of KenyBo
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through its representative, to contribute towards the advancement
and effectiveness of the United Nations as an instrument for world
peace and the means of advancing the prosperity of the peoples
living in the under-developed territories of the world.

DOCUMENT 2

SOUTH AFRICA'S
POLITICAL

PRISONERS
Oliver Tamho

Statement by Mr. Oliver Tambo Deputy President 0/ the African National
COllgress, at the Three hundred and seventy-ninth Meeting 0/ the Special
POlitical Committee ofthe United Nations General Assembly: October 8, 1963.

I WISH TO EXPRESS my deep gratitude for the privilege accorded me to
address this important body. It was with considerable reluctance that I
a~plied for leave to appear before this Committee, recognizing, as I
dId, the supreme effort which the United Nations is making to induce
the South African Government to abolish and abandon policies which
are a cruel scourge on the conscience of every civilized being and an
unequalled example of man's inhumanity to man. But we feel we cannot
too frequently appeal to the nations of the world to call South Africa
to sanity, nor do we feel we can be too emphatic in pointing out that a
~t deal of the damage which the Government of South Africa and
Its white supporters are doing daily, consistently and with arrogance
may prove impossible to repair and thus remain an enduring source
of anguish for future generations.
MThe readiness with which my request was granted by your Committee,
hr. Chairman confirms and is consistent with the declared desire of

t ~. nations and peoples of the world to see the end of apartheid and
~ ~te domination, and the emergence of a South Africa loyal to the
Son1ted Nations and to the high principles set forth in its Charter-a

huth Africa governed by its people as fellow citizens of equal worth
~ alever the colour, race or creed of anyone of them. This kind of

Uth Africa is the precise goal of our political struggle.
'N,In thanking you and your Committee, therefore, Mr Chairman, I
~Sh to emphasize that I do so not only on my own behalf, but also on

half of my organization, the African National Congress, and its
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sister organizations in South Africa, on behalf of the African peo)il
and all the other victims of racial discrimination, together with thz
courageous handful of white South Africans who have fully identifi«
themselves with the struggle for the liberation of the oppressed peopl
of South Africa.

I should also like to take this opportunity to place on record tb:
deep appreciation of my people for the steps which have been take!
by various Governments against South Africa, which alone can gill
any meaning to condemnation of the policies practised by the Govern
ment of South Africa. On the other hand, I cannot exaggerate the se~

of grievance-to put it mildly-which we feel towards those countrie!
which have done and are even now doing so much to make apar(h~"

the monstrous and ghastly reality which it is, and which have there
created in our country the conditions which, if nothing else happe
will ensure an unparalleled bloodbath. Assured of the support of the!
countries the South African rulers, who boast openly of this support
are not only showing open defiance for the United Nations and treati!\!
its resolutions with calculated contempt, they are liquidating Ib
opponents of their policies, confident that the big Powers will not a<I
against them. This brings me to the special matter which, with you
permission, Mr. Chairman, I beg leave to submit to the distinguishei
members of this Committee for their urgent consideration. It arise
out of news of the latest developments in the South African situatiOll
I trust it will be possible for me on a later date to deal with other equa!l!
important but less urgent aspects of that situation.

By a significant coincidence, this, the first day of this Committee'!
discussions of the policy of apartheid happens also to be the first ~
of a trial in South Africa which constitutes yet another challenge to tit
authority of the United Nations and which has as its primary aim tit
punishment by death of people who are among South Africa's m~
outstanding opponents of the very policies which the General Assembh
and the Security Council have in numerous resolutions called u~

the South African Government to abandon.
Today some persons are appearing before a Supreme Court Judge'

South Africa in a trial which will be conducted in circumstances tha"
have no parallel in South African history, and which, if the Governme1l
has its way, will seal the doom of that country and entrench the feelin~

of bitterness which years of sustained persecution have alrea~
engendered among the African people. The persons standing tn!
include Nelson Mandela and Walter Sisulu, which are houschO~
names throughout South Africa, Nelson Mandela being kno\\t
personally to a number of African Heads of State; Govan Mbeki,l
top-ranking African political leader and an accomplished econol11~
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who has borne the burdens of his oppressed fellowmen ever since he
left the University; Ahmed Kathrada, a South African of Indian
extraction who started politics as a passive Resister in 1946 at the age
of seventeen, since when he has been consistently a leading participant
in the struggle of the Indian and other Asian South Africans against
the Group Areas Act and other forms of racial discrimination, and has,
with other Indian leaders joined the Africans in the liberation struggle;
Dennis Goldberg, a white South African, whose home in the Western
Cape was the scene of a bomb explosion in 1962, when Government
supporters sought to demonstrate their disapproval of his identifying
himself with the African cause. I could enumerate several others, and
as I have shown, they consist of outstanding African nationalist
leaders as well as others who have for long been associated with every
conceivable form of protest against injustices perpetrated in the name
of Christian civilization and white supremacy. Trials against well over
100 others are due to start at other centres in different parts of the
country.

The charge against the accused is said to be 'Sabotage'. This means
in fact that they have contravened a law, or a group of laws which
have been enacted for the express purpose of forcibly suppressing the
aspirations of the victims of apartheid-laws which no active opponent
of the policies of the South African Government can evade. A study of
the statutory definition of 'sabotage', which distinguished delegates
will find in official documents which I believe have been circulated to
members will show that a person accused of sabotage can be sentenced
10 death for one of the least effective and most peaceful forms of protest
against apartheid.

The relations between the Government and those it rules by force in
South Africa have never been worse. The law of the country has since
~he 1956 Treason Trials been altered so as to make it practically
Impassible for an accused person to escape a conviction. Lawyers who
~Pted briefs in political trials have been subjected to increasing
~nlimidation and it has now become difficult to find counsel to appear
tn SUch trials. This has been particularly true in the case of the accused
W?O are now facing trial. The law of procedure has also been altered
WIth the result that whereas the State allows itself any amount of time
10 prepare its case against accused persons, on the other hand, the
~, held in solitary confinement, are kept ignorant of the charge
against them until they appear in court. The time allowed them to
prePare their defence is subject to the discretion of the Court, and in
the .majority of cases the State insists on proceeding with the trial with
~Jttle delay as possible. Preparing a defence from a prison cell hardly

bles an accused person to make any proper preparation.
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An atmosphere of crisis has been whipped up and its effects halt
been reflected in the severity of sentences passed by the judges, an~

not infrequently, in the statements they make in the course of pro
nouncing sentence. Ofspecial significance in this regard is the judgemem
passed last week by a Pretoria Judge on seven Africans whom he founl
guilty of allegedly receiving training in the use of firearms in a country
outside South Africa. In sentencing each of the accused to twenty years
imprisonment, the Judge stated that he had seriously considered passin'
the death sentence, but had decided not to do so because he felt thl
accused had been misled. This judgement and these remarks are!
sufficient-and deliberate-hint as to what sentences the South Afri~

public and the world are to expect in the new trials where leaders li
the political struggle against the apartheid policies of the South AfricaJj
Government are the accused. It is known that the State will demanl
the death sentence. Already more than 5,000 political prisoners all
languishing in South Africa's jails. Even as recently as the month G
September of this year and after the Security Council, in its resoluti<»
of 7 August, had called for the release of 'all persons imprisoned.
interned, or subjected to other restrictions for having opposed tbr
policy of apartheid', three detainees have died in jail in circumstances
strongly suggesting deliberate killing. And all these are the dired
victims of a situation which would never have arisen had the Soulb
African Government taken heed of the many appeals which have~
addressed to it by the world public and expressed in resolutions of tit
General Assembly and the Security Council.

I cannot believe that this world body, the United Nations, cou~
stand by, calmly watching what I submit is genocide masqueradill1
under the guise of a civilized dispensation of justice. The African an::
other South Africans who are being dragged to the slaughter houst
face death, or even life imprisonment, because they fearlessly resist~
South Africa's violations of the United Nations Charter and tilt
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, because they fought againsll
Government armed to the teeth and relying on armed force, to en~
inhumanity, to secure the liberation of the African people, to end raci~
discrimination, and to replace racial intolerance and tyranny with
democracy and equality, irrespective of colour, race or creed.

Ifyou, Mr. Chairman, and the distinguished delegates here assembled
consider, as I urge you to accept, that the developments I have refer~
to are of a nature which calls for immediate action by the unit~
Nations, then I am content to leave it to you and your distinguisheG

Committee, sir, to decide on the action which it deems appropriall.
For our part, I wish to observe that every single day spent in jail by a~

of our people, every drop of blood drawn from any of them, aV'
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ever.v life taken-each of these represents a unit of human worth lost
to us. This loss we can no longer afford. It is surely not in the interests
nfSouth Africa or even of the South African Government that this
loss should be increased any further.

Thank you, sir.

DOCUMENT 3

EXPEL
SOUTH AFRICA Duma Nokwe

Tu following is a text of a letter se'nt to the Secretary-General of the United
N"ions, U Thant, from Duma Nok."e, Secretary-General of the African
!\'ltional Congress ofSouth Africa:

DEAR SIR,

We notice from reports in the press that the South African Govern
ment has refused a request by you to allow a group of United Nations
tXperts to visit South Africa. We would like to place on record our
~dignation at the defiance and contemptuous manner in which the
South African white minority Government treats resolutions and
Committees of the United Nations. This conduct of the South African
GOvernment is consistent and is becoming brazen.

So far, it appears that the South African Government has been
able to flout resolutions and even humiliate Committees appointed by
the United Nations with impunity. This attitude towards the United
Nations shows a disrespect for that organization which is incompatible
With South Africa's membership of that body.

We urge, Sir, as we have done before that the time for punitive action
against the delinquency of the South African Government is overdue.
. South Africa's continued membership of the United Nations docs
httle to enhance the reputation and purpose of that body. Her immediate
tXpulsion would be in the interests of the struggle against apartheid
and would pave the way for other forms of action.

In Our view, any further delay and any other conciliatory gestures to
the South African Government merely adds fuel to her defiant attitude.

Dar es Salaam,
February 13, 1964.
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